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There were days when I second guessed myself…



Prep before the call 





Stories have shapes 
that you can graph 



Kurt Vonnegut’s rejected master’s thesis







TODAY YOU’RE GOING TO LEARN…

▪The science of story 

▪The 3 ingredients to any story

▪The #1 secret to writing truly great stories

www.rachelmuir.com/handouts

Get the slides



If this were easy I would not be here.

Lots of distraction



What can 
beer teach 
us about 
storytelling?





See cute animal -> release oxytocin

Oxytocin promotes connection and empathy 

Animal escapes.  Brain produces stress hormone 

Happy ending (reunion) releases dopamine

Dopamine makes us feel hopeful and optimistic 









Fundraising is a quest for empathy



EMOTION RULES.  
EVERYTHING ELSE DROOLS.





Conflict

Character

Desire



Conflict

Character

Desire



Honest conflict creates doubt in outcome

Drama is anticipation mixed with uncertainty



What gives it 

meaning?   

Vulnerability.  





People give for emotional reasons.  

Give your cat cat food.

Give your donors 

emotional information.”    
Jeff Brooks 

“



Emotions are your donors love potion 



GREAT STORIES…

▪Use emotion to make us care 

▪Reveal weaknesses and vulnerabilities of protagonist

▪ Include conflict – conflict makes stories compelling

www.rachelmuir.com/handouts

Get the slides



Bit.do/MSFvideo



Want to 
give it a 
try?  

Story 
spine



Let me tell you about…Name, age, descriptive details.
His/her life was… Share details of how they felt about their 
choices, health issues.
_____ made her way to use because…
Here’s how we helped…Use engaging language and share how 
the recipient felt about your support, etc.
Because of our supporters ______ is now… Describe the exact 
results and transformations.  Even if you are an advocacy 
organization talk about one person whose life is different 
because of your work.
This is just one of thousands of stories I could share with you 
about how you are…Explain briefly how you are saving or 
changing lives.

Source: Lori Jacobwith, www.boring2brilliant.com







THANK YOU!  

Rachel@rachelmuir.com Want to chat? calendly.com/rachelmuir


